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Welcome to ecovium!
We would like to invite you to discover ecovium.
Get to know our company and our IT solutions for logistics.
Explore the new path we are taking in supply chain
management.
The ecovium team wishes you a pleasant journey!
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Our company
ecovium is the path on which innovative software and hardware
solutions for all areas of logistics, sound business intelligence and
competent consulting meet.

Locations

The common goal:
Connected supply chain solutions with added value for everyone.

Employees

Years of logistics expertise

Clients
The digitization and optimization of logistics supply chains are
only successful with the corresponding IT support and smart data.

Software solutions

Hardware intallations (p.a.)

With many years of experience in development, consulting and
project management, our team faces the logistical challenges of
today, tomorrow and the day after tomorrow.
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Our name
Our name, ecovium, serves as our compass and expresses
our attitude.
It unites two essential aspects that are inseparable at
our work: Economy and ecology.
As a company, we take responsibility for the world in which
we live.
The world of logistics is evolving, and so do we.
Instead of well-known paths, we take fresh approaches.

economy

ecology

vium:
Derived from the Latin word „via“
- way, journey, manner.
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Our brand essence
Global networks, time pressure and a rapidly growing flow
of goods pose challenge our ecosystem. Only through smart
collaboration and digital processes we can create resilient
supply chains that benefit everyone in this constantly
changing world.
Experts from all areas of logistics IT work together on
solutions and processes, united under one brand.
The interaction enables savings and more efficiently used
resources along the supply chain.
Through this approach, we empower our customers to
develop a new awareness of the connections between the
economy, the environment and society.
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Our international portfolio
Mantis, the provider of warehouse management systems joined
us at the beginning of 2022. With this merger, 120 experienced
employees, proven IT solutions for companies with global business
activities and a worldwide support team enrich our company.
With locations in nine countries and many qualified partners,
Mantis‘ business activities cover more than 30 countries in Central
and Eastern Europe, Israel, USA, and Canada, as well as in Latin
America, the Middle East, North Africa and Asia-Pacific.

Mantis also adds the Logistics Vision Suite (LVS) to our solution
portfolio, an innovative WMS solution that is particularly
suitable for companies with demanding and automated
warehouse and distribution operations.
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Your complete supply chain management
from a single source.
Our work is focused on sustainable, connected logistics along
the entire supply chain.
With joint expertise and innovative strength, we advance the
digital transformation. Smart digital processes and data
management solutions allow our customers to keep the complexity
of their business processes under control and to operate flexibly
on the market.
Supply chain management can be this simple.
We call it: ecovium SimpleChain®.

ecovium SimpleChain®
Software • Hardware • Consulting
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Our
solutions
Software • Hardware • Consulting

Warehouse, shipping, customs, or transport - we advise you on
the best IT solutions for your needs at any stage of the logistics
value chain.
Our applications are complemented by cross-divisional business
intelligence and the hardware to go with it. From development
to implementation and beyond, we ensure that the individual
solutions work perfectly together and integrate seamlessly into
your existing system landscape.
Our connected solutions give you a greater individual scope of
action and the certainty of deciding correctly. The result is an
efficient supply chain at your fingertips, helping you reduce
emissions and save valuable resources.
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Customs clearance and foreign trade (Z-ATLAS)
• ATLAS Export
• ATLAS Import
• Bonded warehouse
• Inward Processing
• Outward Processing
• Confirmation of arrival

Customs

• Intrastat

Compliance and risik management (S-CHECK)
• Sanctions list check
• Export control
• Product classification
• Tariff classification
• Electronic Customs Tariff ECT

Origin of goods and preferences (P-CALC)
• Preferential calculation
• Management of supplier declarations
• Portal for preferential rules of origin: Automated collection
of supplier declarations

SAP Add-ons
• Sanctions list check
• Export control
• Preferential calculation
• Import
• Export
• Tariff classification

The regulations concerning customs and foreign trade are
constantly changing. Keeping an eye on the cross-border
movement of goods is a major challenge.
We safeguard your global trade with expertise and matching
solutions. Our modular Customs Suite simplifies logistics processes
and minimizes risks.
Whether on-premises or in the cloud, our solutions always fit your
individual requirements.
SAP users benefit from our SAP add-ons, which directly integrate
the entire customs processing in the SAP system.
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Warehouse management software

			

• Standardized interfaces to suppliers and ERP-/subsystems
• Optimized ordering processes and inventory through
better overview
• Any information you need in one solution
• Digitization of your paper management
• Multi-client capability
• Connection of automatic warehouse systems

Warehouse

• Precise picking methods
• Inventory support

Automated inventory management
• Optimized inventories result in higher liquidity
• Reduced warehousing costs
• Highly flexible, simplified scheduling
• Increased delivery flexibility and robust processes
• Additional approaches for overall supply chain optimization

Forwarder-Suite
• WHM extension especially for 3PL and fulfillment companies
• Cloud-based self-service portal for business partners and customers
• Individually configurable data access
• Secure data storage in the ecovium cloud
• Time and cost savings through more efficient use of working time

To ensure a well-balanced relationship between inventory and
goods availability, several important prerequisites must be met.
These include transparent inventories, optimized routes, and
automated processes such as scheduling, transfer order creation,
or shipment notification.
With our scalable warehouse management solutions, you get the
most out of your inventory. Our intralogistics experts will advise
you on the application areas of our software and how to achieve
optimization of your warehouse.
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Software for multicarrier shipping (V-LOG)
• Freely scalable from ten to 150,000 shipments per day
• Automatic address correction
• Large carrier selection
• Freight cost management module
• Labeling

Automated shipment tracking (SHIPTRACK)

Shipping

• Monitoring and reporting of carrier performance
• Proof of delivery
• Multicarrier tracking
• Connection via various interfaces
• Returns management

Shipping and returns management for e-commerce
(E-Commerce Suite)
• Status of shipping orders can be viewed at any time
• Customer app for shipment tracking
• Returns management
• Labeling
• Freely scalable
• Hosting in the cloud (SaaS)
• Address validation
• Sanctions list check

Customers‘ expectations regarding speed and convenience in
shipping are constantly increasing. You need to select the right
carrier, swiftly create all the necessary documents, and keep track
of the goods until they are successfully delivered.
Without digital support, this is a time-consuming and costly
undertaking.
Get your goods to their destination more easily: with our
multicarrier shipping software, seamless track & trace for you and
your customers, convenient returns management and transparent
freight costs.
Thanks to our collaboration with leading system houses, you can
integrate our solutions into your system as a perfect fit.
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Software for transport and forwarding management
on-premises
• Cost savings through optimal route planning
• Uncompromising adherence to schedules and delivery dates
• Interaction of all logistics processes along the supply chain
• Simple data handling and graphical scheduling
• Greater flexibility in competition

Transport

Software for transport and forwarding management
in the cloud (TRANSROAD)
• Scalable from a single user to several hundred users
• Comprehensive update and data protection concept
• Flexible customization through powerful workflow engine
• Individually configurable and graphical user interface
• Easy handling without prior technical knowledge
• Comprehensive all-in-one package for forwarders and shippers

Add-ons, apps and interfaces
• Mobile add-on for shipment and route tracking
• Telematics app
• Interfaces to telematics systems, ERP systems and freight
exchanges

In transport management, speed, transparency, and flexibility are
key. From order entry and dispatching, route planning and fleet
connection to the billing of freight costs. It is a complex task to
control all these processes and to utilize the vehicle fleet optimally.
With our transport management software, you have your logistics
firmly under control, on-premises or in the cloud.
The integration of your ERP system and interfaces to the telematics
system ensure your success.
With our solutions, you have a solid information base for planning,
managing, and controlling your transports in real time.
Your customers can also be easily connected to the system.
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Business Intelligence
• Data-driven increase in efficiency for the entire value chain
• Easy and fast integration
• Customizable „out of the box“ solution
• Holistic understanding of operational processes
• Intuitive data analysis without IT knowledge

Business
Intelligence

Your company generates large amounts of data every day: in
finance, sales, production and logistics, as well as with external
partners. Important information is contained in this flood of data,
which you can use to optimize your operating processes.
The challenge for companies is to efficiently process and interpret
the extensive data from many sources.
Our cross-divisional business intelligence software consolidates all
the data and carries out an analysis of the most important
processes in your company. All key figures and reports are instantly
available on one dashboard. We provide predefined BI templates
as reference models for all logistics solutions.
The software is up and running in your company after an
implementation time of just ten working days.
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Hardware
• Barcode scanner
• Mobile and industrial computers
• RFID solutions
• Label printers with supplies
• Mobile workstations on trolleys

Hardware suite

Hardware

• Central management platform for mobile computers,
label printers, barcode scanners and other hardware
• Service portal with repair registration and status display
• Overview of all hardware with in-depth information
• Automatic and manual hardware re-ordering
• Lifecycle management of all hardware
• Comprehensive label printer management with automated
label re-ordering

Infrastructure solutions
• Mobile device management / device management software
• WLAN installations and radio measurements
• Workforce communication software
• Warehouse labeling

Services
• Suitable service concepts for every need (base service, full service,
fully managed service)
• Various financing options: Device-as-a-Service
(hardware subscription), leasing or financing
• Customer-specific configurations by experienced IT technicians
• Repairs / Authorized service partner of well-known manufacturers
• Workshops

Even the best software solutions need adequate hardware and
infrastructure so that processes can run reliably and efficiently.
It is not an easy task to find components that are optimally aligned
and that can be integrated into existing systems.
As a full-service partner with decades of experience, we know
just what fits your business, from compact entry-level models for
simple applications to multifunctional high-end devices for the
harshest environments.
We provide support in selecting, integrating and operating the
right hardware solutions and, as an independent full-service
provider, help you build a reliable infrastructure.
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Consulting
• Identification of industry trends (workshops)
• All company operations in view through business
intelligence strategy
• Detailed evaluation of costs and benefits before
introducing new solutions
• Analysis and optimization of business processes
• Change management and training by experienced
logistics IT experts

Consulting

• Optimized IT solutions are implemented in the company

On the way to digitizing their logistics, many companies lack the
necessary information and resources to properly assess technologies and solutions and to implement them along the value chain.
Our consultants work with you to identify the optimization
potential in your company and walk you through the entire
process, from the initial phase to the roll-out.
Benefit from fresh inputs and unexpected perspectives for your
entire supply chain.
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Logistics and supply chain management
on the road to the future
Join us in continuing the great journey to digital transformation,
where economic success, sustainability and social value are waiting
to be discovered.
Use the potential of our software, hardware and consulting solutions
for your value chain, and travel with reliable data and a matching
IT ecosystem on board.
With the right partners, traveling is more fun, and you reach your
destination more easily. We look forward to the exciting journey
with you.
Your ecovium team!

ecovium Holding GmbH
Justus-von-Liebig-Straße 3
31535 Neustadt
Germany
T +49 211 8492 0
E info@ecovium.com
W ecovium.com

